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Elstow A secured a comprehensive win in beating Biggleswade 8-2 with a hat-trick for Dave Beddall
and a brace for each of Tom Nowakowski and Colin Luscombe. Dave was made to work very hard
against Nick Hart who raced into a 6-0 lead in the fifth before pulling the set back to 6-6 and
eventually coming through 16-14. Nick bagged a brace in beating Tom and Colin. Revolution A
hosted St Neots B and picked up a win by the same score with hat-tricks for Keith McConnell and
Nicole Bird. Zach Martillo secured an excellent win overcoming the experience of John Alsop. He
then teamed up with Dan Bullen to beat McConnell and Alsop in the doubles. The third match on
Monday evening saw a further 8-2 result as St Neots A overcame Marston. Mick Gaunt secured his
hat-trick and there was a brace each for Marek Mastalerczyk and Rob Adamson. The pair also
combined to take the doubles. Mike Wilkins picked up wins against Marek and Rob to register
Marston's points. The final match of the week saw a battle at the bottom which Revolution B came
out on top of with a 6-4 victory against Phoenix A. Richard Elliott secured his hat-trick without
dropping a set and Ian Baldock chipped in with his first ever win against Graham Green. Martin
Walters beat Tim Kirby. Mark Conway bagged a brace for Phoenix. The win was sealed with a
doubles victory for Walters and Elliott against Green and Conway.
Report by Dave Beddall
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